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ABSTRACT

This handbook is designed to provide basic
informacion that is necessary to use the Chelmsford School System's
Instructional MediaCenter (INC). 'It defines six different media.
(print, sound, televisioh, photography, movies and design) and
suggests a series of separate classroom production activitiesfin
each'. An emphasis is'given to the'ways in which media may be used to
teach fundamental processes and concepts inherent in five major'
subject matter disciplines (language arts, science, mathematics,
social Studies, and foreign languages) . It is suggested that a
teacher can teach such fundamental skills as translation, grouping,
transformation, point of view, cause and 'effect, and'predIction in
the context of each subject area.-It alto provides some practical
advice in handling 'media tools such 'as projectors, sound equipment,
and cameras. The last 'part introdues technical and library services
available at the ime. The cost of technical services is outlined in
the Appendix. (CH)
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We learn' by doing.

and eyestay with us.

Experiences which actively engage our hands
Perhaps 'the true virtue of modern culture is

the rich variety of media it affords for und:',rstandi ng acid expressing

ideas in the art's And sciences.

Movies, radio, television, photography',

design; and print are available to us not only as, sources of information
and entertainment, but as graspable tools for active, creative, and,
ultimately, ec4ucati.onal. product ion.

The basic aim

of

the Chelmsford School System' s Instructional

Media Center, is to bring the full range

of media from the real world

into the classroom, just as the curriculum aims to bring the

full

range of knowledge disciplines from' the 'real world into the classroom.
In this sense, f'ins'truesiongl media'' may be the wrong term, for it

implies that certa

aire "instructi -onal" while others are not.

To our. mind, creative activity in-a- cultural medium like photography
.

or television involves as much legi timate learning as do moi-e 'explicitcly
'educa t iona l

dev.ices

l ike filMstrips

overhead transparencies

,

or

language records.
want to 'be honest about our biases..

We,

We _are here to serve

your, j hut our relationship Will be mpst fruitful.

we meet each other hal fway.

,

to the degree that

()Lir ma in. interest is in 114ping you work

up a pa ticufar idea for using cultural media actively

n your
curriculum.
Such ideas might include producing ,a class 'newspaper or
comic 1)001: SeriCS
building a nit on advertising '(including production
,

in print
into

a

,

design, and television), or grouping S 0 11.0 )g 0 0 d

screen education cou -rse.

We are

lesS

ifitere-5- -ed

sho'rt fiplms

in simply

grinding out and stockpiling .pre -packaged %instructional material s."
Of cours,e, we do not deny the value ;,of. having students absorb. the

contenc, of such me toriIIs, but, again, we want to expand
dcfini tien

and the sorts of things we col lect here

to include
media productions (student-produced as well as professionally- produced)
.
ike-- radio pl ays, tv. commerc ja s ; short films, comic books, and
.

I

advert i-cements.

Students react:

with the un'derstruldi lig

to

Such Iliedia

every day,

but rare ly

and crivienl fompci enee that schools can (level ops

4)

2
In Short, our concept of media

Teo often,
a.

teachers come to feel that'"media' have no place in their classroom
because the usual explanations are confined to. commercial "multi-media"
pacflges geared ta a.pre-determined curriculum, or to the high-poweied

technology of.instruNonal television, computer terminals and
language labs.
magazit,layout) is a
Yet design (posters; 141.1board
,

mediuM too.

-So is'imprOvisationalf..drama..

And print.
I.

handbook, you should begin :

From reading Chapters' 1 and 2 of

te see-how simple devicee yoUand your Ystudents. might -have'at home
,

super-8 Movie cameras, Polaroids and instimatics,cassette tape'recorders; even i\encis and paper (for draW...ng-, scriptin, and creative
writing) 7 can be harnessed to foster. active production as the normal
We also ehcourage.you fortUne'up your,
classroom mode of learning.
own creativity by coming to us with plans for super-8 ,movies, tv
shoWs, slide-tapes, anal Other. tailor-made creations you would like
your students too experie

e and..dascuss.

exploring a' medium in 64t

,

For those interested in'

we sh411.be'offering after-scitool. WorkShopt

in photography,,television, film, etc: 'And, of courser we are' also
here' to provide technical 'services like duplicating cassette tapes,

cop; ing

-

slides,, and laminating pictures (Chapter 4).,. -.and library

services. Like acc(essionii,n books, films, ovid mickfiche, (Chapter 5)

.

We hOpeA that learning Through Media will Seffe as a catalyst for
informationn exchange--not oill Y( ith te, achers:who share our ,philosophy
',

and find the

notions -in

this

book second

nature -but

with
4

haVe developed other kinds of teaching (styles.

those

who

We want feedbaCk on
the relevance of this handbook to'your own needs.
We'd:like to -hear
O

descriptions' (including anecdotes 'and. curriculum materials) of how-you
,

haVe involved media or other,tactics'in your teaching. .We'll share
inforMation and ideas of
with 411 of you through an occasional
.
newsletter.
%

this sort

--

,

.

t..

,

)

Sec you in ti p IMC.

Dan Wallacd

%

Inmporrow
f

The J1'C,/2-51-3861

,.
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Chapter 1

MEDIA FOR STUDENT PRODUCTION
/

\

This chapter attempts to define a half-dozen diffetent media and the
sorts of student production possible in each-. These productioriigctivities
are, problem- solving in nature.

The idea is not simply to make _a ,film
e:t

.or a sound-tape or a photo-essay,but td haveit successfully comucicate
a pre-determine idea, theme, value, or topic.
Thus, an activity like(
collage-makin.g demands more than simpqy.giving.the student a fistfull---j
of magazines, and a bottle of

and saying, 'flnere, make a collage."'

The result in.this,caSe would probably not be any more Worth looking
at than an essay inspired by "Here, write an essay" wouldbe worth
-reading. Instead, the student and teacher should agree ahead Of time
what the collage...is to accomplish -,and whether in fact collage is a
good way.to acedmplish i-t:

7

a. .print
While tic take

or g.4anted

that, reading

and writing are

productively employed in. schools,O.t is Often instructive to wrest

their content and take a hard look at the medium
of print. By "print" we- do not mean only those mass-media forr4, (h ooks,

these pocesses fro

ma:::17.ines, newspapers, p&stors)..ma5e possible by the initchtion of
J.,

movable

iypC, but all of man's communication in symbolic systems

7

.\

from the earliest forms of the-"pictograph"to modern writing and usac.7,e.

ir
*S"

ti

4

Tint

It is cbmm'on among some media advocates to distinguish

literacy from something they are fond of calling hvisua). literacy."

0 The problem vith'this concept is that it.i.gndres printts heritage

in hieuglyphics, ideographs, and other forms of thesdesign medium.
Further, the visual literacy notion fails to appreciate the degree
'to wbiCh successful, P.roductionand communication in the media'of
film,,photography, and television r ests on an underpinning of words,
both spoken ,(directions, commentary; dialogue) and written (scripts,
titles, instructions).' The ultimate bankruptcy of visual ltfe'racy'
.

lies- in the .fact that print is abeuvas visual as .any medium,c1h get,

and that tWcauses of reading'prOlems in many children are Terceptual
-rather than conceptual.

None of this is to imply that non -print media

not be grappled with on their on merits
(rather than as mere
udio-visual aids to textbooks, or that a student's perceptions
s could not be'deVeloped.in areas ..other than, the written word.

But -in.

the IMC,- we tlelieve these goals ean be- reached without resort to a,

fanny,
c

selfrimportant :redundancy )like "Visual 1?.texacy.

(It''s a

norofit-making .if6dundancy, to boot, judging `from Kodak's .'enthusiasm

for tyre term! in case you didn't know, Eastman Kbda does .not make
ball bearings.)
t.

2

"

rich'tange of classroom,activities have been ,devised by teachers
to give the student a feelin"g of ,:omfo, and contr ol An the medium of
words,

i.ii addition to builoing his awareness of the cOmp:14menary re.

lationship betwen,print and design 'which his been 5o important
historically:

production of a.class book, magazine,or newspaper
2. -P6ster-majiing (wanted ggsters, political.posters,
1.

advertisements),

7
.

.

writing copy for magazine advertisementsgand
designing the page, includihgvisuaPs.,
4.' comic book making (aild pre comic forms like,
3.

illuminated manuscripts, narrative tapestries,
'A
victory columns, etc.).
5

code making and breaking

6.

writing in hieroglyphics, ide iraphs, rhebuses
e.
and made up languages (lik,aytian)
.
O

Io

4D

7.

S

creating twenty -five- words -or -less contests,

crossword, putzes, and other original games
6

8.

newspapei%headlining and photo captioning

Unlike most of the other media activities mentioned later in
t this
Chaptet,print problems generally require little .for thir s* olution
m
beyond a-selection off paper and markers. You might 'want to see us
.

about using our "varitype'.' machine, a gadget which prints nowspaper

headlines on paper or tTansparont film in a strie of the student'
choosing.
<

\

---,,,-7,,)5,1,

fF,6----0

e.._=,..

1.

11.

c... ' -.-fi-

7,,..,

,

C
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b.

Television

The pe'rvasive fact of televil4ion in the lives of ehOdren is

a

disarming statistic.

Parents and educators are becoming increasingly
concerned about the cumulative effect of BOnanza,Aayer Aspifin, and
even Sesame Stree,t.; For many teachers", the amsutT is to U3C television
in the classroom as a medium for creative -production and active response.
.

telCvision was originally conceived exclusively as .a ,flbroad--

,.ast" medium, the. advent of video-tape in the late 1950's made it

possible to record programs for later viewing. Shows no longer had to
be donc "live ".
The implpication of video-tape for education is to Clefine
tv as a distinct and "manilitlable" medury in itself, not merely a way
of continuously trap ii tting,v- play, skit, discus -sion, or other sort of
staged performance.
' 'Studio Product on.

school are adaptbbl

The television studios in the IMC and at the

to a whole range of Video-tape production relating

to particular areas' of the cUrrieulum

Among these ProdActions are:

2.

original comedy and drama shows
skits' and sketches (biographical, dramatic, etc.)

3.

image-music cmnbinatiors'

1.

.

5.

s ion town ercd ars'

puppet shows

panel discussions, talk shows, game shOws
7., instructional programs.
6.

Such slows -can involve a whole class.
matoriail

Each student can write some of

rind do some of the acting.

Reserve the ,studio at least

a week An, advance to avoid conflicts and give_ us time to dine up a crew.
Non-Studio Rroduct ion.

Tel evi:-sion

is now portable.

lost -of the

in your own classroom with a lightweight ea:nera, VTR (video-tape recorder), tripod, and tv set. A
above activities can be done, right

remafkable mac,ine called the pertalpak it. the biggest advance to date.

It runs on Wtterles and is therefore idea

.for activities like:

t

1,
2.
3.

docuMenting a local ,place or event
an-the-street interviews

dramatic' productions in non-studio locations
(benches, subway stations, etc.)

Most.porta-paeti*ities involve only a few students (one person can
run-the entire system), not /he. whole class.
Thus, the medium is
especially appropriate to ,small
re5;carch or independont'study.
Reserve the equipment
lest'two weeks in advar,-e.

,.

.

,

;
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Cal) t axed',
°

and tlyzinmi,d'

"Alf(o

that sound,

tl cait be err t rit 1

tart!,

vitico -tape

tnOdiur,

,

'144,9eed, .!ome et,mi-.4t6rs tevl
s eye.
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.degree of at
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medium.
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en
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in Ott appreciation of televiSion:
.
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Audio- tape mr.4 vid61-t`ripit 'ape has.ic ill r -the some material
.

/
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Photography

4.

.

A compound called silver

Photography ylis a chemilal process.

bromide can be11147 to appealon paper-(prints) or transpar?nt.

celluloid,(s)
sl3dein'gradatibm proportional' to the amounts of
.

reflected light tb which the chemical was exposed.inside a camera.
--) 1

Worzing With picTures. thing photography in the classroom does
With a'seriei,
\ not depend upon 'any actual picture-taking exPerfAce.
.
.
4 ..
'of photographs culled by yourelf or your students frOm newspapers
/
*
and magszines,._you can,p*oduce:
,
,
-

,
,
,

'

V

.

.4,

.

I

-

.

-,.Y`

.

'F.

capttoned phokos - fot'.a newspaper or humor magmaine.'2. :photo essays
;4600k OT mounted series telling pl

06

-stont, making an argument; oi corrunicating a theme
3." Collagts - non-linear photo -designs with athemaiic
point
B'

.

ictu e-Taking. 'The aboVe "working with pictures"'attivities can-

ore meaningful if 7oulhavecyour students take the pictures
them;elres.
We are prestntlyk,experimenting with dirt - cheap- cameras
..(tie Simplex SnapperaV the Snapshooter)'`and.developing.systems (the
be made

'Patterson tank), and will -offer a work-Shop on,1hem. .Picture-taking,

mat es a,good ail-class activity.. .if youcan_obtain about fidcatheras

and break the class into groups - one camerr to a.gtoup.

,

Slide-Tapes.

The, slide -tape is actually a marriage of two media-

sound and photograPh1(/,
duction.

Either medikum can be'the basis of the pro-

Ycu can start with a sequence of slTides (35mm transparencies,

.

gewlera,A-ly in color)

- eithmthyour oun

coection,
or from a slide
ft
The problem then-becomes the .
.

libra/2y, or taken by the s

2

ents.

.

...

creation of a taped soundtrra which ties the slides together in some
---,
.
narrative, impressionistic ;Nor instructional war. Or you can start
with the soundtfack - a recording of
candid interview, an rssay,
eatc a series of slides to go
a pie-cc of music, a'poem
and -the
.

-

.

.

with it.

with

,

In recent years, the sli

eclucat

Because the visual

e has .pccome very popular
's are so "M

ulable"

10

it's possible to concentrate on the process
of'editing (selecting, timing, and arranging images) without the A
technical hassles inVolVed in cutting film and tape. The edutationhl
you car pick/up' a' slide -

.

emphasis in classiroom slide-tape, production is usually on these sort&
of communication issues, rather than on the technology of synchronizat

.

Numerous devices now on the market enable you to pUt inaudible
"synch signaas" on the soundtrack., Upon replay, the signals automatically advance each slide dt the appropriate point in the shOw. Most of
these machines .are more trouble than they'r worth. We would oven
tion.
.

..'

.

.

argue that itla good eXperionce for stud nts to run theixi slide -tapes
manually; thinking on their feet and anticipating each cut.
.

(4

\
1

. 11

e.

Movies

Film is in many ways the most deman4.ng medium of all, but
when used' with patience and imagination, it is ultiinately the most
rewarding. Copt and technical, compl xity used to be major blocks'
.

.

to student film-making, but the adv nt of.inexpensive, cartridgeloading super-8 cameras has changed that. With a super-8 camera,

a couple of rot1S of film, and a good script, all yor students
can become suc,cessfully involved in the ptodiaction,efia class
movie.

.

-

.

We find that -there is abnsiderable confusiA in the minds of

tudents, and-yne teachers; as No the diffe4nces bet4e0-filni-and
v ideo- tape.. The final products loo k similar

-

moving, images with

But tv Ls basicallran electronic process, whereas film is.a
photographic process. Attheme present stage>in the development of
'ihe two media, the video-tapes.that molt'
systems cdn pfoduce
/
fer fr.= the.movies they an produce in several' signifidant way='s.
found.

.

.

.

...

..

1.

The sort of'editinryou can do with a mo le is
much..morg dynamic thin what you can.d
foi a
*.video-t4pe. The individual shots,you t
movie can beendlessy re-etimed and re-o tiered,
wherea4"withr video-tape it is feasiblesto have but
an occasional "cut", and then only between sequentially-recorded segments;] The Affect of a film,

I

"therefore, often:dertve;15 from the ,iuxtap8sition of
)

images as much as from'. the content of any given shot.

In tv, the basic problem is to record and broadcast
a sustained performance in such a way that it is
effectively revealed.
s

2.
.

I

A movie can be in color.

Our video -tape systems
record in black anc( whift only.

s

12

3.

With filmi,:the big special effect ts animation.

With video -tape, the big special effect is the

dissolve, the technique of overlapping shots
frog different cameras for "sthetic images".
4.

Video-tape is much' more flexible than film when

iiC4aMq4) to th,e-dimension of.sounci, The voices of
tv performerscan be recorded simultaneously and
min synchronizatiOn with .thb accompanying shots on
same piece of tape...AO-in:7a sounds - music, t

.

ittou;id effecte,'narration:, can be fed in at the,

tivie-from other sources (tapes, recordS,

auxilliary microphowsl.i, Or "dubbed" later. With
our preserit faciljt oldr,.stund for a movie must come'

\

to tape, and lipsynchronization re-

from a s

quires ilontinual adjitstment of the projector and
tape recorder.

t
.

.

S.

,

On the Other hand, film is much more flexible than
video-tape when it c6mes to4the dimensidn'ef the
camera.

A movie camera can be m
through an
.endless variety of angles, pos tion, vnd lbcations,
whereas a tv camera (with the exception of the

'porta-pak'camera, heavy and attachedjto cables,
,generalthas to record the action from staid points
of View.
6.

Movie ftlm'mkt bei developed before it epn be viewed,
whereas with\yideo-tape yott have " "instant replay."

-.Fiction Films. Thi% use of the film medium inClu ess khe producticrn
of original narrative scripts and solving problemsal1ke staging ill1150T
tot moments from I iteratyre. for'the,camera..

Documentary and/Educational Films. Classrooms often produce morAMt
meaningful -%and,more lively - instructional movies than do commercial
companies.
Films that teach need-not be didactic, as excitirig shorts
like Universe! and Time Is demonstrate. If you/ class makes a super-8
educational film that runs less than three minutes, you can have it
packaged for viewing on tyilm-loop projector.

\

1
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,

.

iii.

The process Ufa Imation, enables you t'o make
.. inanim4r drawin s and objects .come to 1' e. By-changing tad 'postian
of the subject ightly 'between the expd time of individu41 frames, an kril
illusion of mo aon is created. ' nimatioh is applicable in both the
i
areas of educ ional films (char and diagrams With mdving, parts,
s9time -lapse iThenomena. like. plants pening) and fiction ,,films' "(anima ed.
ional
\ cartoons) . Tixillation is a term for the an,i.m)tion of . three-ditten
..
.
,
subjects like clay riodels, objects, and people Because your students
Animated Fi m.

,

./

,

-will complete their art work. at(different times. altd will therefore ..not
.
.
.sehedul'ig_
need the camera all at' once-, it is possible with careful
.
.
.
to\ involve most of a class hi animat'ion. A
J,
.
Scratch Films. Also .called 'drawing lbn film" and 'citmeraless
animation
,", this pr,oceNs is a way for every student
in ill? class to
t
.
.

"

,

`---,...,

make-a movie in a few days. Clear 16mm leafier can 'be drawn on framemagic markers. . ,Sioilarly,
by-frame with dyes or, less
. permanentl*,
designs can be scratched in the emulsion of unexposed (but developed)

color stock. Each student works on a few. feet, and then-all .the pieces
are spliced together.in;:o a movie which, when projected; dances-about
the scr.ee'sn .with a ijazty, animated' effect.
I

,

I

.
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.MOst of th

I

Design

.f.

.

hings we see, around us 4- tooli, ipventions,
.it

ImildingS, fuTni ure, art objects...and works of nr)ture - were

created

i.

4,

DeSign was the first
medium to evolve after body language and speech, and it cold even
aicakrding to principles of det.igh%
.

be argued 'that it 4.recee'ded.speech in the form of designed tgols)
1

..

and weapons.

,

I

.ncludes, of codrse, traditional

The de'sign medium

forms like painting, sculpture,

rchitecture, woodcuts, and crafts,
.

i

.

ut its definition can alsd be
tivities like:

xpanded to generate classroom
(,

.

/

1.

Clesigninka new invei4ion'- some practical gadget
that would help you get through thipday
el.,designs
or everyday devices-- houses, ,Cars,
furniture
,
n,

masks.,

,costumes

3.

designing 'anchmaking

4..

inventing a' nfw game or sport and designing Vrhatever

cloflies, and

boards/ car d4, playing fields, .,
or balls ate needed'
.,

to play it

.

5.. design in nature ectiviti,ps

.

-

itagi

A

ng new life form

on.papefrt studYingg the-lUnctional ba is of plant and
.

.

-animal design
6.

.

.

creating maps and pictures that tell all about an
)
imaginary planee ,,itsNeography, ecology, inhabitants
.

,..,

'

1

.7.

8.'
-...

problems in abstract design - creating
of a sound, a smell, an idea

a

A

picture

print/design.activities like making comic book's,

;

._

postersadvertlsements

photography/design activifes like mounting pictures
on a three-dimensional object designed a's an expyession
, 4
of dheir theme
lb. 'making overhead transparencies, three-dimensionalinodels
and similar learning materials
.9.

.

,4,

k

.

AM,

,ls
.,

,..

ft.
,

.

.

"

ihventing original gigns,syMbols, logos,

and 'trademarks

\

..

.'

.

0

12. 1 creating collages ibased on .,a pre - developed idea

(like race or\transp*tation or the futility of
)
human endeavor) (

all

Pr

4
°

1.

9

qo

4

Keep in mind. that
end this chaptd on a theoretical note.
there are diff,errnces.in the fundamental natures,of all.the
These differences should influence your choice of medium, as well
as the -Kgahizat$onal strategies you use tobring a, particular/
medium to your class: To summari e!
1.

simultaneously.

In design, the inckividual elements are perceived
There is' an

t

,

once - Hess" to our initial

perception of a collage or a paitirig,.

Exceptiftsi to this notion

exist (comic bOok, some thtee-dimensional sculpture) and at the
physiological level it is known that any objct is
perceived
through rapid eyeball scansion of different areas Of the whol4.
Nherthelets, most degign projeats involve a singular,.unified,'
imme4ate impact (as in an one-panel cartoon or, a symbql for peace),
rather than the sequential pre'sentation of .different rages over,a
fixed period of time (as vhen telling ,a = story involving different

vivally,

II

4

'

r
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..
I

..
locations,, or summarizing the st ps ot,a..particular
process):.
A
2.
Photography is si Hal- to design' in'the more-or-less'
simultaneous perception of a particular work in 11 its elemeets.. it
I
However, i n the cane oif -a slquece
n
.of"photograp
s.(as in alkArkotp,
.
essay or a sl fide- tape li, ouzi apprehonsion ii a serial, d isc6ntinuous..,
'"one , a,/time" experiencr
'nits use of the medium maAs it' ideal
.
for t e sorts ?of ideas mentioned above as being inaparopriat.L, e,
.*

%

-

I.

;

:

t, ...
most kinds of.:Ndes.4n (story-tellIngietc.).
-z! .3'. F' lm is. different from photography in that the .
i
te.parECte. im ges can be edited together witi rhuch .more flbwcand time.
,

,

O

III

photo series -1.ndeed:continuity
,]is
7 .the term film makers most often. seize upon, to describ( the basic
continuity
Ethan i's possiibl.e. with'
v

challenge.,of creating a movie. Continuity betvie n separate movie
images (shots)'cap be achieved in a variety, of w yer - .. ,---- action
images
(so. that movement in one shot picks Upaat th'e exact polnt-where , .. :4

.

f

.%

,--

%

i

.

iltI left. off In' the previous shot), matching
the dire,etion,and position
C.
'of the 'subject from shot to shot, and
cutting" shots 'very short. At
.
3
the same time', film can also achieve a dynamic kind of disco.etiinuily
that a photo series cantot. Because shots replace each other.onothe 4 L
screeni without any perceived time or space in between, visual metaphors.
'and similar- effects created by the juxtaposition of two dkeferent'Shots
tend to register
spontateotisly as, a third, new 'idea, and not merely
,
)/...
as a sum of parts which the viewer may choose
to impose on the w?rk.
e
Where design is a sim9ltaneous,medium, film is(an instantaneoys Atedium.
4. .Televis ior3 is similar tot film in that it resents events
as happening continuously over a fixed] period of time (generally, with
accompanying
p
*ynchronized
synchronized sound). .However, where film achieves its
effect 'as a rule through tlfe,editing of sepa ate shots into an impression of *contitious time, v ideo-tape productivis chie e it by recording
ion
actual continuous events continuously. Thus, this edium lends' itself
to 'discussions, gainek and sportst, sustaigied intprvi ws, and plais.
f,
/
c
r

r
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1 ZvIEDIA, IN THE CURRICULUM

.
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.

.
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.

:,
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.

.

.

.
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4S'
Chllp t e I' 1 dealt 1,114L media in isolation and suggested a ser'es
.

. .
ofieparate classroom prAuct fon activities. We. feel! hove er, .
that 'the' most valid Mid far.rehing learning Oceurs in;,tite
classroom'
when media
are used in coordinition
.
.
. with. .each othertocurriculgni; In
explore a particylar component 'of
. this- chapter,
.

.

w

I

,

th focus sliifts% from media 1 se to rays in whicjt media !Light be
us to' explicitly teach fundamental processes -and conicepts. inherent

in (
,

subject ma teij. disciplinet. `.
.'

;

)

.

.'
:........01
.

*.

,

,

,

-
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a.

Content and Approaches to Content

As we see it, there are two basic types of classroo media
f aC:tivitiei.
,
In the first type,. students enga4 in produ ticK to
learn some informraional , _conceptual., or factual content 'of, the"
curriculum. This generally involves the whole class working` on the
same project.

The second type. of activity derives from the teacl er's diagnosis
1

of the particular educational needs of the students in the class.
3

17
01,

-

1

.../These needs fall in the area of basiC skillS,.processes, or approaches
t

'implicit in the subject matte content, rasher than the subject matter
content itself. Such skillS,are the fouhdations'urn which,a student's
psteryof formal knowledge and general effectiveness as a persgion are
built.

We apOlogiz.e for the °rather theoretical sound of all this.

It

may seem out of place in a practical handbook. But we want to emphasize
that'the mor.e..z,wehave tried in the II1 to explicit1' teach the basic
processes involved in successfdl media production. (as opposed to.makind
.

a collageotoi: the fun of it' or a

ovie-for the sake of- it)., tbe,morb wen
.

'have felt we were tapping skills f wide applicability to the regular `
curriculum. fin particular, we beli'eve.that'the fpllowing skill'j.can and
should be taket in the context of each. subject matter discipline:

e

.

:
1

1.

Translation

l'..

Grouping

3.

TransforMation

4.

Point of View

5.

Cause and Effect

6%

'Prediction

.

.

.

,

..,

t.

...

Each of the discussionspf the acadeMic disciplines'which
j concludbs with, a section on these skills; the. partictilv Activities

varying with the discipline at hand.

.

If you 'find a skill you 'are

especially interested initeaching, you might tint to-lookat how it
can-be vrked out in each subject Area, not just youz.ownliSkill
s of the
activities, after al], are a good, way to teach the re ated
disciplines;-and t help students avoid the tendency o..'regard human
knowledge as a succession of isolat04 territories. As teachers begin t.o
experiment with this notion, the next step is to start replacing the ,
,participr-activities in this book with ones- that, are /actually being
done. in Chelmsford classrooms, as reported to our Newsletter.. Indeed, we.
o frankly admit that .science and math are not our strong suits, so please
-giVeLree rein here to your own ideas .of w la.t skills are worth learning
and how .they should .be taught. Indeed, we might alaost'cgution you
Even though many have
against using these particular activities at
been successfully used, in this book they.are just models out of context.

,

7

19.

Innovation

is youi. business; we're

caution:

One' final

unlikely

thht any

just

these skills are "develvnentfal".

of each skill

matter content.

(But evfry .student should have

before hig basic grasp -of the subject

can be appreciably improved.)

these. skills often

It is

two students will have acquirTd X11 of them. ta the

same degree, or in, the *-same sequence.

aba.sic grasp

heie .tq help if we can.

requires a classroom

For this reasoii., teaching

structure. in

or individual students are all working on differegnt
irfahlems.
the emphasis
As.far as the media

.which small groups,

'projects 'and

'n.skill-buildint

classes Ls 'not as much on the 'creation. of finishe

productions as on

) the general process. of communication.

4.

.4

I

ik

.
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b.

The Disciplines

The, activities that follow Cover five major subject matter
disciplines ,--language.arts, science, mathematics, social,studies,
.
and foreign latiguages.. That these part4cularbreas of the curri-,

culum are treated does not mean media production is irrelevant to
other schoOl subjects, such as art, music,.or industrial arts. We
would also emphisizethat tilese activities do not farm a cu.rrtculum
in themselves, or even a curriculum,mnit, but merely illustrate
how a proddgtion approach Can work once you have identified basic
skills and other contents that need for be taught:
1.

LANGUAGE ARTS

Teachers are becoming increasingly aware that communication in the
spoken and written work cannot truly-be understood or appreciated
in an isolated context. Words are both prokioundly affected by and
have a.profaund effect on motion pictures, television, photograghy,#
sound,' design and all
other media of'traditional'and popular
- ,

culture.
.
a.

Print as Content

The

relationship

.

Jb"

between language arts, and the,

print

Medium is ob--:
.

rn one sense, print is the content'of any English course.
Thus, the usual sorts- of print activities are' central to a,language
arts curriculum.
,'
vious.

$

.

t.

.

1.

analyzing litera ure in all genies -- worthy pooms,,plays,
vkg.*
novels, essays, /arid short storkes
.,,
.

2.

.3,

creating literture in all genres
student poeMs, Plays,
novels, essaw6 and short sjories
\
mechanical an grammatical aspects of Writing and speaking
.
,

the true richness .of "language", in 'she byoad sense of the concept,
1
inev tably leads to production in the full range of media.
Bu

c

e
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1

b. -Skill'Activitieg

ir
.

,

'In the context of the language arts, the kill of.translation involves
-changing literal, groaphic concepts into symilpls and.metaphprs.
.

.

Grouping refers not only to.ways of ,relating similacKideas (expressed

,

as written sentence's, spoken words, photographic images, e,tc.), but
Tr nsformation is
also to th4 creation:of trarisltions betwee groups.
edium when it
concerned with what happens to a 'work from:2one genre 'or
is treated in another gdhre o,r medium of the. student's own chdosing.
Pint. of Aliew 'is crucial to understanding the _narrative arts.(literature,
,

N

theatre, film) as .well as t147'biaSes mid perspectives of yourself and
t

others.

Cause and Effe.ct in language arts has to do with making meaning.-

ful language sequences aad with the impact that the -traditionlland
contemporary media haylie on our behaVior:
1.

1

i

a.

.e.

t

-.

Translati n
-,

'

6
.

SAow the Starsja...pd ',..,pes, the dove of peace, play.

V

fOotball cheers

Claft' "Hd, ho, ho

r"

Do thg, sw with nonstandard
Have students
symbols,- a sunset, a tree, a'color.

DiscusS what is ev ked.

choose ari object, idea, or instituf5on that Ills persOnal.

meaning for them and present it as a s'ymbol.

b,

-

Take an advertisement - what .is the image it<9nveYs,'
4

.

if you could,./only

through what means is it conveyed?

clifti.age two things in the ad so that a.viewer would not

I.

c.

buy the pAduct, what would- they he?
Have students visualize a poein bx,inaking every ver 1-1
Produce the whole as
metaphor, into a visual metaphor.
a slide take, with t1

poem on the sound track.'

Ronhie.SunsteinL-Grade 8.
,

d.

Have students write an essay.nd trinslate-every'part
Have other
of it into a non-liter.al story (a parable):
=114

In
students gue*s'the content of.the original
what ways has the analogy changed our libiceptioriof the
'

original?
/M.

-r
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2.. Grouping,
-,...

Have students collect from various people answers to

a.

a qoa6tion (such as, "What do yoil ph ink of the class of
swers which they lik'u
Have them select those
and edit them into a radio program which decribes the
subject with a liriimum.ornarratiori.. Have them list
,the ways they discoverCd to effect a transition from
'73?").

one quote to another.

.

.Give the
students small'tonstruction paper squares
!--

b.

N

and triangles of two colors and have them make a design
'with ail one color.on the left and 411'the other color
Let them do that they w41 with the
on the right.

Then observe'the results..Distussvthe ways
inwych the visual movement froM cite-color ib-the
Nild verbal analogies. \
other is made.
Have .students collect various Sounds (factories,
center.

.

c.'

lunchrooms, highways, forestS,'music)-and.A_write
1

discriutionsof he one particular sound. is isimillar
orldissimilar to aripthei. Haye .telvem find (or ereate)
.
'a third sound which explicitly captures whatever.
,
Splice
Auality'the firsttioa sounds - have in 'common.
,

..

it between them. Comment on the ieffeCt.
d.

r 4

Have'stUdentsdescribe-a day in the life of a hippie.,
,
,
life
of
senior
executire.r.Tilis
c
,anA X day irt:the
.,
.
0,
beedone--,in alymedium chosen by' he 4u ents (print
fi,lm,yhoto ..efies).
Intercut the tio stories so that
.
an incident expeencedla owe person-is followed.; by.i:-cr.
similar incident experience 14
n what v.: 04's
the
is this presentation diff.eTent from'two sepa ate pre....

;

c--.

(

_
.?
,

.

se iations?
3.

)

.

\,-...,
,-.)

TrestormItien

,,,....

0ome other.

at\11 ve students express shock (or

.

el(lotion)

in fdei or five differa't 'media:. ilialoglicelltle,
dance,,

ound'hotorahy; etc.

;

I

.

_

.

Have them discu gs
,

-w

hlt

$

they.have done.

to Verbalie?

What as ioetts,of the emotidn-arehard
$

What concepts ark best arried by which`c

media?
"e"...-

/
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b.

Record with .a tape recorder tile number of words it

takes to describe the content and effect of'a good
photograph.
Then show it.
Is a picture worth a
thousand words?
What kinds of things are more easily
,shown then 'said?
c.

Plan the same play for video-taping, filming, audiotaping, andf live performance.

How are the productions

similar and dissimilar?
d.

Prepare the same theme for'poetry, drama, short story,

Consider, for example, the function each
convention of these'forms has toward the total effect.
What do minor characters in a drama become in a short
and novel.

story?

Point of View
a.

b.

Have students choose-an object and photograph it in
six distinct ways (fro m different heights, through
different filters aid lenSes, fTem different angleg),
and discuss how the resulting photographs differ. c7Have students retell an incident from a novel
story
they are reading from the viewpoint of a character
other than t he narratoror the main Character.
Have
them dramatize it.

c.

Have students, in .groups, produce advertisements for

and against specific items.

d.

Examples are cigarettes

(American Cancer'Association vs. the cigarette companies)
and cars (Ralph Nader vs. the automobile companies).Have students watch a commercial televilion program
with an eye for its inte nded audience.

What is the
point of view of the audience presumed to be? Have
the students; produce skits of a single plot first for
prime time and then for afternoon television.
S.

Cause and Effect
a.

'Present a visual story (photographs, illustrations, or
cartoon panels) out, of sequerce to groups of students..

Have them arrange the story into its original form.'

Do the same with scrampled paragraphs or sentences.

24

Have students make 'their own visuals for this activity.

Make sure that each knows that he needs to include
enough clues for'his.peers to recreate his sequence.

b

Have him (as well,as those who view it) write a justification for the .order they 1)elieve correct.
Give vudents a photograph of\a situation. Have them
write_a story or essay which explains how this situation
Unusual or ingenious circumstances
should be encouraged (such as'a man chased 11)y a frenzied

came to exist.

-mob... for his autograph)
c.

Give students the effect they are to achieve: to have
people buy a product. What devices will achieve this
end? What devices are usually Used? Have student
produce their advertisements in print,. sound, o
television.

Dors
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SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

Teachers of science and math often employ so- called "visual aids"

to help get important concepts across, particularly those which
can be explained bette0 representationally than41n print.
The
label "aids" suggest'sthat the4visual a9pects or
ar. tangential, supplemental, trivial even.
Yet
agree that the degree to which a science or math
or at least "diagramable" is basic to its actual

science and math
many educators
idea is "visualizable"
nature.

Sintt "visuals" are a crucial tool in the sciences, it makes sense
for student.; to create their own films, diagrams, and slide-tapes,
rather, than to simply react to commercially-prodUced materials of
this sort.
Indeed, it can be argued that active production
a
visual gives the student .a grasp on the content and'helps him to

internalize it to a much greater extent than does passively watching
The rest of this section discusses several areas of
a, presentation.
the science and math curriculum in which media 'cam support then concepts
being taught.
a.

Experiments

Have students produce a super-8 film loop, a tv show, or a slide-tape,
of an experiment.
Before beginning Production, consider the options

involved in staOng.the,experiment for a camera rather than for yourself or an audience.
Film, for instance, can slow movement down or
speed it upi thereby facilitating perception of everything from
flowers opening to frogs snatching their lunches:
b.

History and Bioeraphy.

Have students present famous. moments in the history of science or math-

the discovery of Boyle's Law or the Pythagorean Theorem or germs.
Choose the most appropriate medium for the content being learned - radio
play, tv play, movie, slide-tape, comic ,book.' This can admittedly get
hokey, but we have seen it work.

26
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c.

Visual Thinking

Have students visualize important scientific and mathematical concepts
(such as set theory, or- the "structure" of the atom) first with paper
and pencil, then in forms that seem to get the idea across even better
photograph series, transparency with overlays, three-dimcnsional
Which
model, ,'slide -tape, sound-tape, video-tape, or animated film.
ideas in -the sciences are made clearer,through visual p'roductions?
Which are made more obscure? Which can't be visualized? Try
visualizink ideas (infinity, 9uanta, the limits of the universe) that
textbooks generally do not attempz to illustrate.
Have students
assemble this work into-Their own.textbook for the course, including
illustrations, photogrdphs, and transparencies (and even films and
tapes), as well as printed pages.
d.

Personification

Group students appropriately and have them role play discrete
entities from the "invisible" world
electrons or genes 4r red blood
Their improvised interactions should be Ilively and
cells or viruses.
imaginative (lots of dialOgue and movement),,but scktntifically valid.
These entities can also be treated as characters in comic books, movie 9,
stories, or plays.
.

Skill Activities - Science.

Many of the things that scientists like to study can be t)ought of
as transformation processes (matter into energy, caterpillarS into
butterflies; elements unto compounds, etc.)
Grouping as a scientific
skill involves making sensitive, relevant observations of data as well
as organizing that data into meaningful patterns and categories. Cause
and Effect is the skill of deriving and applying scientific laws within
specified-realms of probability and views of the physical universe.
The skill of prediction involves using a scientific theory to foretell
the arrival or course of a particular phenomenon, and also using the '/
process-by which the theory was deduced
hypothesizing, testing, and,
drawing conclusions.

27
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1.

Transformation
a.

Have students identify chemical and biological
processes that occur in their own homes every day
(flour becoming bread, cuts healing,; plants growing)
and organize piCtures of them.into some sort of
presentation (chart, collage, or slide-tape)

b.

Have Students create a series of transparencies in
which.sources of energy (electrical, thermal, nuclear,
etc.) are overlaid with examples of their practical
use.

c.

Have students experiment with the effects of different
nutritive environments on plants or animals of the same
species.
Record each development as a separate Polaroid
photograph or 8 mm movie shot.

F

Grouping
a.

Have students spend a few minutes in their chairs.

or in various corners of the room just sitting andusing only the medium of the body r sensing all the
scientifically understocid phenomena for which some
evidence is now available to their eyes, ears, nose's,

and skin (oxidation, radiation...photosynthesis?)
b.

c.

Present a considerable amount of data to the class
animal species, plant forms,rock types, etc. Each
student should devise his own scheme for Organizing
the data in chart or model form..
Have students collect pictures or take photographs of
common objects or processe that contain particular
chemical elements.
These can then be grouped into
various renditions of the periodic table.

.
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3,

Cause and Effect
a.

15resent to the class a wholly imaginary planet and

a set of scientific facts to go w44h it (distance
from its star, age, size, etc.
Have the-students
respond in film, creative writing, or video-tape
the effects
with tPeir image of the planet,`
each of these facts would have on it./
r.

Have students arrange slides of a scientific ex-

periment in the right order. What would be *required
to reverse the events of the experiFent?
c.

Present the class with a series of particular eler4nts
of an animal's,environment and genetic history.
Have
the students "construct" the animal, complete with
the particular anatomical forms these conditions may
have caused, in an appropriate.medium:-

4.

Prediction

sa., Have students build simple weatherforecasting instruments and present weather shows on a regular basiS.to
the rest of the schoolA (on tv or radio), based solely
,

>on information from theSe devices.

If You're using

televisien,, include the weather instruments in the show.
.

-b.

Take
ake movies of normal, everyday. motion

but with the

camera run9ing faster,than normal and held'upside down.
When these shots are spliced into the movie rightside
up, the events will occur in slow motion. and .backwards
Before showing the film, have the class
-describe exactly hots they think each movement will
look when it is perceived this way.
in time.

c.

Have :the student record on movie film Or-through
a series of slides the life cycle. of .a particular
animal of his choosing (frog, butterfiy... .a dog. even).

Discuss how successful this' creature is from an

evolutionary standpoint, and what sorts of forms'and
behaviors its offspring will probably assume.
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d.

Have students engage in a bit of "futurism", sciencefiction if you will.
Based on present knowledge of
scientific possibility, what will the future be like,
from a technological standpoint? Ideas may be expressed
in. any medium (print, design; film, etc.) and should
be rooted in fact.

e.

Skill Activities

Mathematics

The skill of translation in math is the basic process of takilig ideas

about space, motion, and quantity from the physical (or mental)
world and putting them into mathematical language. Grouping has
to do with the theory of sets and the limits within which all-the
members of a set exist. Transformation is the skill of taking
mathematical ideas from one system and abstracting them into
another, and observing whether what's happening is logical...or
a special kind of illogic,(mathematical paradoxes and counter-'
intuition).
1.

Translation
a.

Have students invent their own system of counting and
performing basic operations.
The bases they work in
and the symbols they devise should be as relatively
arbitrary as the ones actually in use.
Tangible
devices may help here

colored chips, blocks, or a

home =made abacus.
b.

Divide the class into two groups.

One group role'-plays

a bunch of prominant earth scientists, the othera
benign but curious party ftom outer space. The problem
is for the groups' td. communicate (using .verbal noises

or pencils and paper) in thd only language they are
likely to have in common-mathematics.
c.' Make a super-8 instructional film of a fairly complicated verbal problem (involving the speed of cars.or

runners or rivers, the motion of pendulums, or other
equally visualizable,elemenis).
Include an animated
sequence showing the solution in mathematical language.
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2.

Grouping
a.

Have students take slides oof things in the real world

that can be considered sets - houses on a street,
Superimpose
a flock,oc birds, pickets in a fence, etc.
slides from two different projectors to create possible
unions and intersections of sets.
b.

Have students create their own attribute blocks, in two
and three dimensions. Stress unusual attributes (smell,
number of noses). Have them invpnt a variety of
elimination games that cari be played by grouping the
blocks on a Venn diagram.

c.

Through film animation, demonstrate how certain problems
can be solved only by breaking out of a given-mental
or mathematical seat, such as the famous dot problem:

kikwi° -11F.RE

TROBLEM: Connect. all nine
do+s by clrawit6four lines
Ii( -fin
your pencil

off -fie paper
d.

SOLUTION: &e3in 4wo of
The lines oulsicle. ie area
enclosed by -fhe. clo+s
.

Wave students create-through a medium like the short
story, the radio play, or the television drama - a world
which everything must occur within a kind of space
other than'the Euclidian variety.
What, is life like
where parallel lines meet, where everything is in five
Flatland.)
(Similar to the idea
dimensions, etc.?
Given an unreal premise, how mathematically real can

you make this world?
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elb
3.

Transformation
a.

Collect a good set of brain teasers.

Produce a tv show
in which a panel of experts are charlenged with these
logic-problem's.
Five-points for each correct solution:

Collect a set of famous paradokes.

Have each student
produce avisual
a slide, a film, a model
which
illustrates both the logical and the absurd aspects
of particular paraioxes.
c.

Have gtudents build simple computersin the form of
twp/and three-dimensional cardboard models, and then,
in pairs, role-play a computer and its prograMmer.
A tape recorder is useful here if the " computer" would
like to tape his "output" and a verbal description of
this tr'ansforming,processes'ahead of time.

d.

Send the students out with cameras to record objects
and areas from the physical environment,' and then
abstract them into pure geometricalishapes upon which
various sorts of calcLlations may be performed.
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3.

SOCIAL STUDIES

Social Studies is such a broad area that the following activities
only begin to explore the application of media to your own curriculum
development.
a.

Politics and Pruaganda

Students can come to understand how the mass media are harnessed for
political and other sorts of propaganda'by producing their own
campaign materials (posters, bumper stickers, leaflets), adio and
tv "spots", commercials, and'so on.
b.

Sociological Research

Aimed with cassette tape recorders or 'instamatic cameras, students

cango into the community - stores, government offices, private
homes to learn about people from different economic, ethnic, and
Both interview and "candid" formats are
religious backgrounds.
effective, forAevealing human atttudes and behavior.
History and Biography
Famous events and important morfents in the liyes of famous men and

women can he staged for the camera or the microphone.
d.

Skill Activities

e

.Point of View in the social studies .is the skill .of sensing information

about a culture and transforming that information into some;kind of
Cause and Effect i.5 the skill
empathy with the people of that culture.
of understandinghOw'a particular culture became the way it is - its
Prediction is the skill of assessing the
history and traditions.
culture's strengths and weaknesses as compared with other cultures, .and
using this assessment-as 'the basis for contemplating its future.
1.

Point of View
a.

Produce a tv show along the 'format of the' old What In

The World? program. an. artifact from a foreign culture
The focus
is presented to a pan-e1 for discussion,
should be not 'simply on identifying the artifact and
#

its function, but on general assumptions and subjective
feelings about the culture which produced it.

.'
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10,o, the same thing for objects from modern American

culture, with the panel role-playing individuals
What would an African
foreign to that culture.
tribesman make of a stapler? What would a Martien
think of a door knob?
do with a light bulb?

What would an ancient. Roman

Have each student periodlcally fantasize he is a
member of a foreign culture and keep a diary from

b.

,

that point of view.

c.. Have the class role-play the people of a particular
culture as tkey are stereo-typed in popular films
and books. Then have the students act out the same
basic situation (signing a treaty, exchanging gifts,
starting a war) in the same roles, but with the
conscious intention of avoiding obvious stereotypes

or of imposing conventional stereotypes of another
role (a villian accepti9g a gift, etc.)

Have the class produce a propaganda film or,slide-tape
about a particular culture from the point of view of
its own people.
How would you change .,the narration so
that the images now fit a film or slide -tape made

d.

against-*he culture in questioq
2.

Cause and Effect
a.

Have stuMIts write and produce a tv show in which
an alien from another planet - or an inhabitant from
your last social studies unit - visits a particular .,
Earth culture, past or present.
The other studeny
in the class must answer his questions about why things
are done the way they are in this strange culture.

b.

Have students do a it of historical research on
modern culture by excavating a junk pile as if.'11 were

-

What facts can you deduce about
the prbgress of mankind, circa 1970? Collect the finds
in a classroom museum.

an archeoloi,ical site.
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c.

Publish a class newspaper "contemporary" with a
particular historical era, such as the Renaissance;
Colonial Amerifa, or the Age of Bxploration (Columbus
Include events that didn't lead
to anything significant in the light of history (but
might have been regarded. as crucial at the time) as
well as those that did.
Lands In West'Ind-les).
.

d.

Do a class project'in which students record the
history of an ,imaginary civilization in a single

volume, complete with drawings, photographs, naps, even
artifacts.` Start with a set of givens about the peopletheir religion, traditions, geography, form of government, discoveriest, early history - and deducp logical
imaginary facts about their progress.
(See, for example,
Alex Krakower's account of The Mahauts,. in ms. at Penn
State Univerlity.)
3.

Prediction
a.

Have students write about a known historical situation,
but with one discrete fact - perhaps even a seemingly
trivial one - changed, so that a prediction must be
.made about the ultimate impact such an alteration
The change
would have had on the course of history.
might be something like:-a part,icular'person assassinated
or not- assassinated, a battle won or lost...a shift
40.
in the weather.

b.

Carry thp junk pile groblem into the future.Y What is
the likely destiny of a Culture that employs 'such
artifacvs?

Students may respond to the problem with
a collage or altde-tape based on the theme, "Man's
Future History".
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c.

4!
Imagine a merging of two cultures that we norm

-

;wouldn't expect to ab orb each other, say, the United
States and Brazil.
Have students role-play the Con-

sequences.. How mech,.if'any, cultural integration- -

or influence, atlea- would result?
d.

It is generally believed that.the greatest' "curtural

"collision" in the history of the world will come when
modern man meets the inhabitants of-anotherolanet: 0
Have students' do some social - science - fiction writing

based on this premise.

might an encounter with
an alien culture effectot e diversity of Earth's
cultures? Will they become more homogenous?
Ho
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4.

k)RtiGN LANGUAGES

Long after verb endings and tnterli ear tPlrilationsare'for o
tali' a. tense of a la guage and'its p-ople.if the
'students maystudy.of-tha language involve's som kind of active prultiction.
a\

.

Wi

Cultural Presentations
visuals culled froip books and magazinesi.students can /produce
ON.

m'' Slid ,--tapes, video-tape's, animated films, or collages that explore

some-cultural, historical, or geographic aspect lof the foreign
,

.

country whose language is being learned.'
b.

Using the Language
I

Students in a Spanish. class can express what thy have learned not
only byi reading, writing, and speaking,Spanish,ibut by "daiang"

Spanish

making a Spanish comic book, or filmi 11\ g a Spanish movie,

or producing a Spanish play,

or publishing a Spanish newspeper.

c....)Learning Materials
...

.

N ateri

like records, tapes,
transparencies, and illustrated flash
t

cards &a be produced by students as well as commercial companies
often with more satisfactory results. Of cdurse, the mat'srials
used irk a language class need not be limited to explicitly instruc-

They can also includeIdia productions-actually
consumed by- the native speakers ofthat language. -Try bringing
French newspapers (Le Figaro,. comic books (Herge's Les Adventures de

'tional devices.

Tin-Tin) or films (Jule,
d.

Jim) into they classroo

Skill Activities

skill of
of View in the study of foreign languages is t
understanding the various cultures which speak a language, and how tie'

-T7

Point

traditions and environments of those cultures-influence -vocabulary
TransiationI.S theactualskeill of rendering one languag
and usage.
into another,- with the ability to move ,from literal translationto
Transformation
translation with an ear tcnuance and shadps of meaning.
,

understanding and manipulating the theoretical and,.
is the
historic"al-developmental basis of any given lailguage
a;
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1.

Point of View
a.

Have students experiment with the fact that people
from different parts of the globe sound different:

See Who in the class can do a Fregh accent, an
Italian accent ...a Brooklyn accent.
b.

Present a gibberish exercise in which the nonsensical
"language" 'to be spoken differs from English in some
fundamental way - say, it consists of only one word,
or it is sung rather than said.

c.

14-

Have students make a collage of elements of a parti-.
culat culture (such as 'now in Eskimo culture) for,
which there is,a much fuller range of expression than
in English.

Contrast this collage with a collage of
objects and ideas for which the culture pnder, study
has no words.
\

d.

Present the class with writtel. or oral examples of
a language with which'they are totally unfamiliar,
without identifying it.

Have the students write
down their immediate fantasies of what the culture
that speaks (or spoke) such a language must be like.
Discuss the results.
_2.

Translation
a.

Have each student write a paragraph in English
describing a newspaper photo or video-tape of a news
event,.
Discuss what sort of thinking is involved in
translating images into written words. A variation (in
the problem is to translate an event into s)oken words.
Have students practice narrating prize- fights or

chessatches

la tv sportscasters.
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b.

Try some playful activities in the form of tv improvisations or comic books - devising a "pidgeon" version
of the language being'studied (something that sounds
like Spanish or German but is 4eally nonsense), or
making English puns on foreign words.
-("Soupcon"
nlean
lunch is ready...see also\Semple's The French Cat.)

c.

Have each student do three translations (from English
into the language being studied r vice-versa) of the
same rhymed-verse poem.
The fir t should be a
word-for-word translati'on, even if distortions occur
in the sense of the poem.
The second should strive
to remain faithful to the spirit or "meaning" of the
poem, even if this means deviating from the literal.
The third should preserve the element of rhyme as Well

'

as the element df meaning.
3.

Transformation
R.

Have students creatte words in English (or the language

under Study) for concepts that have no single name
Such inventions should be.
distiplined by that language's conventions of form and
in the language Ln questi.pn.

For example, in English there is no
word for all the surfaces of a room - floor, ceiling,
the same idea a
and walls,
Or con:Ader "niblings"
siblings, only with nieces and nephews.
pronunciation.

b.

Have the class create a lexicon in English (or the
language under study) of only twenty words. Which
twenty would be most useful for communication in the
contemporary culture?

c.

In prehistoric times?

Have the class prepare a simple chart of the evolution
of the language under study, including- the changes that
occurred in particular' representative words from one

historical period to the next.
L.
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d.

Set each student tracking down cognates and other
evidence for the interbreeding of languages.
Present the'case in transparency form.
(

Cm,- cut./ QuE
se mArsicAlms

CHAT CHAT

7
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c.

Strategies for Getting Stairted

This section lists a series of strategies - none of them
particularly analogous to each other - which we have found can make
the difference betWeen media as richer learning and media as chads.

1. Begin with,modest exercises that teach basic communication
processes rat.ier tha4 leaping into 'a full-blown production.
For
example, if one of yOur goals is to make a finished super-8 movie,
be sure your studohts understand something about the editing process
before they pickup a camera. Give them a problem in splicing
different shots /together (we can supply some scrap footage) or rearranging series of photographs, drawings, or comic book panels for
new effects.
2.

Small groups and division-of-labor are invaluable tactics.

It's easy for an indivIdual student to be left out of, say, a film-

makingefctivify unless he is part of a group with a particular resBut avoid a group
Two students will collaborate and the third will

ponsibilit)1 (scripting, camera, graphics, etc.)
of three members.
gst lost.

Fami7jarize-students with the tools they will be using
ahead of time:
If you're doing a of show,, for example, bring the
3.

class down to the` studio before the script is written, for a look
o

1

around and an explanation of thd possibilities of this particular
medium.1
The need to know equipment should not overshadow p2anning,
A prepared script is essential to almost all successful.
however.
media production of a dramatic or documentary nature. Of course,
stu ents with high hucton-pushing and knob-ttrtning drives need
4.

ome opportunity to get that out of their systems, and there is
much merit in loose practice exrcises. But a loaded camera should
never be given to a student unless
has a precise idea of what
he's going to do with it.

Otherwise, thce usual result is ?asted

film, batteries, time, and temper.
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k

Many headaches can be saved if you handle the numerous
mundane details of media production ahead of time. Don't let yourself
get caught in the middle of class without a take-up reel, an extension
cord, a three-prong adaplor, spindle-adaptors for super-8 projectors'
and editors, filter keys, batteries, extra film and tape...or the
knowledge of how to min a particular machine.
(When in doubt, don't
hesitate to contact us or a colleague who knows the equipment.)
6.
Anything you do with photographic film - prints, slides, or
movies - involves having that film developed.
Unless yod do the developing yourself, don't forget to allow for the cost of developing (usually
S.

at least as much as the price of the filni...see the Apperdix) and to

plan, something for the class to do while waiting for their film to come
back.

Be prepared for the climate in the room to differ from that
of claSses in which each student is ding the same thing. There will
be times when a certain level of disorder, noise, and milling around
is normal and necessary.
But work on keeping the two modes clear in
the minds of the itudentS
times When things are loose vs. times to7.

sit and receive instructions.

Don't forget to use productions once they are completed.
The quality of a student's creativity generally improves when he
knows he will have an audience. Show finished and semi-finished
projects to other students in the class,, to other classes, to other
teachers, and to parents. Use a previous. year's output as a maltimedia kickoff to the new year's curriculum.
Send us student produc8.

tions so that we may catalogue them and put them into general
circulation.
The.last point is a matter of attitude. Teachers sometimes
"do media" in their classrooms as a way to relax. Because the foCus
9.

of a multi-media curriculum is not on hard-nosed information, there
is a danger of assuming that no "real" teaching in .involved, and
everything' can be left' to the students and a few people in the IMC.
Yet effective, successful production in any medium is both difficult
and disciplined.

If your students are to take their work seriously
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and truly learn from it, then you must continually be pointing out
mistakes, setting standards, making suggestions, and focusing their
attention on communicatiivs issues.
This is not to say that media
should not be fun.
Indeed, the fact that it is -fun is oneiof the
best arguments for doing it.
But media is also hard- wbrk.
=Ma
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Chapter 3.

MEDIA TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGY

',Media-oriented teachers share a healthy contempt for the tools of
Much of the equipment on the market is characterized
tlieir. trade.
by bad design, infuriating idiot-preefing, and general chintz.
Given these facts, the best approach to.media machines is to handle
them with care, but not to feel guilty or stupid over the inevitable,
normal breakdowns. At the same time, we do expect you t9 know how
these gadgets are supposed to work. A good. 800 of our a-v repair s
are a result of misuse.

When a machine falls apart in your classroom, fqr whatever reasons,
be sure to let us know about it. Chances are we'll'have no .reason
to be mad at you, although habitual tape- breakers and film- spreaders'

may be denied certain prviledges until they are rehabilitated.
PLACE A NOTE ON EVERY SIC}: MACHINE, FILM, OR WHATEVER THAT YOU
ENCOUNTER, naming the symptoms or the causes as specifically as.you
can, or give us a call. Without 'such a system, malfunctioning equipment and materials will remain in circulation, and everyone Will suffer.
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.

eresentation Techniauea

For many teachers,' the presentation of films, filmstrips, and

transparencies in the classroom is simply a matter of turning on the
projector bulb.
But these productions needn't be that fixed. Their
effectiveness can be signifcantly increased if.you manipulate them in
certain ways.

Witholding Information.

Portions bf a transparency can be

covered (with your hand, a black piece of paper, a peanut butter
sandwich) so that a particular element can be absorbed before others
are revealed.
Similarly, try playing a.movie with ihe sound turned
off, and let the students create their own soundtracks.
Or show
the movie with the projector lamp off and have the class imagine
the visuals.
Interruption.

It is often important during a presentation to

verbally clarify something that has just bee-n seen or is about to
be seen.

Shut the projector off momentarily so you won't have to

"talk over" its noise or compete with the show's content.
kids a chance to do the same thing.

Give the

Adding Endings., Shut off the projector before a movie or
filmstrip is over and have the students discuss, write,or photograph possible endings.
Similarly, you might start in the middle
and iijscuss possible beginnings.
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b.

Those I fernal Machines

There are very few general rules fol- using a-v equipment.
Turn all those knobs'
"Take it easy" is the prime orde of the day.
and levers slowly, and don't go from one "mode" to the other (play

to rewind, forward to fast forward, rive to overdrive, or whatever)
without making distinct pauses ,in bet .een.

1.

16MM PROJECTORS

This section covers six basic problem'are s of 16mm sound movie
sound, incorrect winding,
projectors -.bouncing images, bad sound,

burned-outrLlbs, and breaks.(.
a.

Bouncing IMages.

The important thing to understand about motion picture projectionis
that the Movement oPmovie film through a projector is intermittent
In other words, the.film as it passes in
rather than continuous.
front of .the.projector bulb is actually held motionless for a split
second while the shuttet ()Pens and the frame is projected onto the
screen.

The .next' frame is then pulled into place by _a claw that fits

into the sprocket holes, .and then that- frame is projected.

And so on.

Because- the film is pulled in this discontinuous way, therermust be
some slack on either side of the point of projection. This slack film

is called/the 100: When the loops- are lost, the claw starts advancing the film unevenly, and you get the most common projector malfunca bouncing, fluttering, trembling image,'
tioning

LOOP

ranmE

SPirtoCK

LOOP
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There are two causes of.loop loss.
1.

The projector has been threaded incorrectly.

Make sure diu

follow the threading diagrams that are printed on the machines.

If

the projector threads ,by had (and few of ours do) check that you
If the projector is of the automatichave formed large enough loops.
loading type, check that the film has not somehow gone awry in its
travels through the Bell and Howell maze, and do yodr best to re-load
it as if you were threading a manual project61.

Remembethat a film.,./

always unloads off the front of the reel, and usually tikes up on the
back.

WRONG

WROP1r..-iEK

WIWNGEST

The film haS torn sprocket holes. This can bedetermined by
looking at atd feeling the sprocket-holes that run down one side of
2.

Ift the proiector threads by hand, unload it, wind it by
the film.
hand 'to a point where,the sprocket holes are intact, re-load, the film,
Ifthe projector is an auto-load and the film cannot,
be easily loaded and unloaded. at any point in the Morn, push the
and -try again.
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"System Restore0 while the projector is running. Hopefully, this
will advance the film to a point where the sprocket holes are ndt
If this doesn't work and the film still bounces, you'll
torn.
unfortunately have to forget aboutsbowinvthe movie, and run it
backwards out of the projector.. PLAYING A BOUNCING MOVICON A
BELL AND HOWELL AUTO-LOAD PROJECTOR TEARS THE SPROCKET HOLES AND
DESTROYS THE FILM FOR GOOD. Manyprints of movies havebeen ruined
by teachers who were unwilling to shut off these projectors and run
(We are told , that there are certain nimblefingered individuals in the system who can,load and 1Anload Bell and /
If you're one of them, you
Howell Auto-Load projectors manually.
don't need this book.)
the film out backwards.

-

a

Bad Sound. While the movement of-a film through the point of
projection is intermittent, the movement of the film through the
b.

_point where the soundtrack is 'picked up must be continuous.

You know,

for example, that if a tape recorder spindle or a record player
turntable varies in speed, the sound will flutter.
For this reason,
the bulb which "reads" a movie's "optical track" (squiggly lines
printed &own the side of the film opposite.'the sprocket hole-s) mu §t'
below the point
be located at a'spot - 26 frames away, to be exact
of projection, where the movement of the film is continuous.
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(In other words,'for.any'given frame ofpicture in'a movie, the
corresponding frame of sound is located exactly 26 frames ahead of it.)
With this i nformation in mind, you should be able to diagnose t_12,

t.1;()

most common types of "bad" sound.
1. .The sound is "out of synch", that is, the lip moveme ts, of
the people. on the screen areinOticeably (and annoyingly) not

Either the film is a.dubbed Mexican
herrn- 'movie or, more likely, the film has been threaded wr ong, with\
correspondance with the-dialogue,

too many or two few frames between'the projector lamp and the "excitor
lamp" (bulb) which reads the .optical tipack).

igfacroi?
LAW
1.

26 RANE5

OPTICAL:
1141c1c

ExcrOz LAMP
The sound is wobbt,tor fluttery, likeeverybod/ in the Movie
is talking through electric fans.
Obviously,
he film has not been
threeaded .ightry enough around the drum containing the excitor
lamp, and here is too much "give': or slack - the same kind of slack
that should be above and ,low the projector lamp.
2.,

---:

.c.
4

No Sliound. %c all %ish wehad a nickle for every time a lgom

projector was started up in a classroom, a church, a teacher's
conference, or an Elk's meeting and the im4e flashed on-the screen
while absolutely nothing poured out of the speaker:
are five, and only five, reasons et:his might happen.,

In'theory, there

SO

1.

The excitor lamp has burned out.

2.

Thespeaker has not been connected.
The amplifier had not been turned on.
Thy amplifies volume has not been turned
Tie film has not been threaded around The excitor lamp drum.
(Th s laSt is the least nicely.)

-3.
4.
5.

As long as you hear some kind of snap, crackle, or pop coming through
the speaker before you turn on the projector, you.know that none of
the first four problems are present and the chances are very good-that
the sound will come ou along with the picture.
,

Incorrect Winding. Every once in a while, yQ will get a film
that has been wound 'incorfeCtly, so that when you
y to project it;
either the picturb is Upside down or you cannot Oreadvit because the
sprocket holes are on the wrong side.
(Although some enterprising
inc4yidualS, when faced with this situation,. have been known to
actually thread upthe film and allow the projector to PUNCH A NEW
SET, OF SPROCK!T HOLES IN THE SOUNDTRACK SIDE OF THE FILM. This
qualifies as the most ingenious way of all to totally destroy a movie.
It happened twice last school year. ) When a correctly wound film is
placed On a projectoT, three things will always be trues when you stand
and lace the reel.

,d.

1.

The reel will,begii with the beg5nning of the movie (gene...allv

a title other than "The End")
2.

The picture-will be upside down (that''s right,, upside dawn)

3.

The sprocket boles will be on your left.

.
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If these things aren't true, wind the 'film from one reel to the next
until(they are. At this point, another kind of idiot-proofing
(comparable only to Auto. -Load) takes its grim toll

the single-key

reel. In single-key reels, the hole in the middle of the reel isround
on one-side and square on the, other (in other words,
isn't a hole),
which means you can place the reel on the projector spindle only one
way.
(Double-keyreels have squares on both sides.) While this device
guarantees that you won't put the' mOvieon the projector backwards,
it often prevelits you from using -the projector's rewind system to
straighten out winding errors? and you must resort to bizar-re tricks
like fitting the reel halfway onto the projector up to the square part
6f .the spindle, and winding the film by hand from one r6eCto the other.
The other trick is to wind the film on. ,pencils,, ball point pens, or
very stale bread sticks.
Best of all, send it to us.,
\

.

Incorrect winding of a film will'never happen if when rewinding
it you feed the film either from the bottom of the take-up reel to
the bottom of the supply reel, or the top of the take-up reel to the
top of the suppl' reel, bit never frpm the bottom of one to the top
of the other.

0
' 16 NT

OTC
WRON6
One final point about rewinding, REWIND on a projectof is not the
same thing as REVERSE.
Many people onfuse them, but these are really
two different systems. (Reverse- is a control which allows you to re-play
part of the film iii reverse-motion.),
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e.

Burned-Out Bulbs. The biggest .cause of bulbs (projection lamps

and excitor laMps) burning out prematurely is moving the projector
before the lamp has cooled.
This can weaken or break the filament
There is some evidence that leaving the motor on to cool the bulb
via the projector fan is not a good idea., so while thejury is still
out ,on that one, keep the motor off whenever it is not needed to
project or rewind the movie.

(The noise is distracting When you're
tiring to start -a discussion of the film, anyway.)
But NEVER MOVE A
PROJECTOR IMMEDIATELY AFTER SHOWING A MOVIE.
Leave it right where it
is for as long as you can.
f.

Breaks.

If a film breaks, cut the broken end on the. trimmer

located at the front end of most projectors.

Rethread the film end
connect it to the "taken-LIP film simply by wrapping it around itself
several times.
When, you hit the break on rewind, stop the projector
.

and connect the two nalves by again wrapping the film around itself.
Do not fix the break yourself (with Scotch Tape, masking tape, paper
clips, LePage Glue Guns, Wrigley's Spearpint, or anything else).
This job requires precision equipment.

-g.

Projection. Techniouo. Here are a few of the fine, points of motion

picture projection.
1.

When you are ready to start the movie, turn the motor on before

the lamp (most projectors are designed so you can't do otherwise).

As

soon as the movie is over, turn the bulb off (to conserve its life)
right away and keep just fhe motor on to run 'the film out of the
projector.
All this not only cuts down on bulb replacement (wnich is
expensive), but also prevents emery movie from being climaxed with
an improvised shadow-puppet play.

2.\ Check the placement of the projector by turning the motor and
lamp on for a moment before you thread up tfie film.
This will allow
you to move the projector bacl:ard
or forwards for correct image size
and to align it left-to-light, without milsing an of the movie itself.
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If you really want to be prolessional about it, focus the film
(and double-check the'centering) on the countdown leader while the
class is filtering in, so when the film officialy starts, the first
shot of the movie - -sill flash on the screen, in perfect focus and
alignment.
This is a more effective beginning for a movie thin an
3.

unfocused, uncentered, soundless series of numbers.

OkI
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2.

, OTHER PROJECTORS

Compared with 16mm sound projectors, other projectors are fairly
The common Ones for school use are overhead projectors,
simple.
carousel slide Projectors, filmstrip prOjectors, super-8 movie
projec.tors, and filmloop projectors.
a.

Overhead Projectors

The big error to avoid here is the "keystone effect", the projection
of a- trapezoidal image instead, of the supposedly rectangular one:
This is'caused by using a prOjector set -for a slanted screen on a

hat screen, or a Trojector set for a flat screen on a slanted screen.
Fiddle with the screen or the projector or both.
Another common
error is to 'focus the image without releasing the "brake" next to the
focusing. knob. 'Pretty soon, the projector will refuse to stay focused
at all.
b.

.

Carousel Slide Projectors

The four most common errors we. have noticed when people use carouseltype slide projectors (the kind with the revolving tray') are:
l.

'Putting the slides in the tray the wrong way.

Your chances

are only one in four of dropping in a slide so it will project
rightside up and correct left-to-right; it can also be projected
backwards, upsidedown, and ul 'de down and backwards. So learn a
system.

There are really only
'a.
b.

W!.at this m

.o tricks involved.

Alwys load the slide in the tray upside down.
Al'ways load the slide in the tray so the side
of the slide with printing on it (which is also
.he dull or emulsion side) faces the screen.

,ns is that when you are loadin

the tray, hold each

slide up to the light and check its content by turning it so it is
Then put it in the
right side up and reads correctly right-to;left.
tray as if you're trvin
to. make it come out all wrong.
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Putting two slides in the same slot on the tray. This
is guaranteed to jam the projector, or at least pop one slide out
2.

like a pi.eCe of toast,,

Trying to take the tray off the machine while the motor is
turned off.
For reasons best known to Eastman Kodak, it is diabolically
tricky and dangerous to do this.
lie include instructions because you
3.

use the same procedure to un-jam a projector;', we hope you will never

Take a coin (really) and use it to turn the
slot at the very center of the tray.. This releases the tray. It also

be forced to follow them.

releases the zadget which keeps the slides from falling out of the
BOTTOM of.the tray;
And so, with the plastiC locking ring'in place on
the TOP of the tray, turn the works upside down and rotate the metal
disk with tue slot in it until it locks 'up and won't turn. Then, fish
the slide out of the protector (just reach in-and pull), put the tray
411k

.

.

back on the machine, push the:"select bar and turn the tray back to
where you were when qil-trouble began; re-insert the slide you just
retrieved, and swear never to use a dog-eared slide again.
slide wasn't dog-eared, send us that machine, PRONTO !)
4.

Moving the projector before the bulb has cooled.

(If the
.

(Run the

fan '-if you must, but-j,_t.'s probably best just to let the thing Sit.)
c.

Filmstrip Projectors

the
There are two types of filmstrip projectors in the system
DuKane and the Standard 100O-C. The Standard is a reliable and

,

straightforward'instrument, and we advise only that you check out
framing ant focus becore actually showing the filmstrip.

If you'd

rather use it to show slides, therd should be an Wapter for that in
thelid'of the box.
Slide the filmstrip carriage off to the right
and slide.Ilie_other into place. You must put each slide- in individually;
it won't hold-a stack.
The PuKane, on the other hand, is a rather
sinister machine tha.t allows you to show a filmstrip in which inaudible

signals on the record advance the pictures automatically.
misused in the following ways:

It can be
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Not fitting the turntable snugly over.the flywheel/
Not threading the filmstrip over the little metal hurdle
2.
(this can rip the filmstrip).
1.

3.

Not having the first slide of 'the actual show on the screen

when the record starts, so the pictures are not advanced "in synch"
with the sound.
d.

Super-8 Movie Projectors

Here the most common errors are:
1.

Placing the supply reel so that the film is coming off

the back of the reel, instead of the front.

RIGHT

WRONG

Placing the pick-up reel on backArds, so that the teeth
cannot catch iu the sprotket holes of the film.
2.

3.

Havinig the machine on rewind when you're trying to thread

it, and confusing rewind with reverse.
4.

Starting the film off .at the wrong speed.

The trick here

is to set the.speed control at "normal" (rather than "still")
first, and then to turn on the motor and lamp.
e.

Filmloa Projectors

As far as we can tel 1, there is nothing you can do wrong with this
Machine.

If you can figure one out, please let us know.

.

3.
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SOUND EQUIPMENT

This section offets sound advice in four areas - cassette tape
recorders, reel-to-reel tape recorders, record players, and portab.le
loudspeakers:.
a.

Cass.t.t.eTape Recorders
-I

Many portable Cassette machines are cheap, and cease to function as
much out of fatigue as anything else.

We 'stress this not-to

legitimize obviaus misuse (like pushing the buttons too hard or

dropping them down wells), but to encourage you to turn in your
recorder-for.replaceMent or repair as soon as it starts actingup.
k
1.
Don't use batteries unless you are out of your classroom, and
%

take them out of the machine..when you come back.

Leaving them' in runs

them down and can ruin the machine. To guard against this. we distribute
batteries separately from the machines.

Don't touch the exposed tape in the cassette, as this
encourages it to snarl.
If the. tape becomes loose in the cassette,
2.

you can take up the slack by inserting the eraser end of a pencil
(just like'you were taking a standardized test) in the spindle hole
and twirling the pencil.
3.

Always go to "stop" as an intermediate stage between any two

other modes (such as play to fastforward, play to rewind, rewind to
fastforward, etc.)
Don't forget that if 'the microphone is connected, none, of the
4.
1

'.

controls (including play) will work unless it is switched "on".
b.

Reel-to-Reel Tape Recorders

.Reel-to-reel tapes still possess two .hig advantages over cassc to

tapes: bettdr sound and the ability to b1 edited for creative effects.
1.

-6o easy on the controls.

When replaying something you've

just: finished rZcording at the beginning of the tape, don't try to

(1--_

-

avoid' re- threading the tape by continually. flipping from rewind to

stop to play to fast-forwurd to play to stop to ...

In the long run,

you'll save more time by simply running the tape completely out of
the machine and thrcaJi;lwit up again.
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2.

When recording, don't forget to,set the record volume

so the sound won't be distorted(volume too high) or full of background noise (volume too low).
Like cassette tapes, reel-to-reel tapes can be recorded
on both sides: A-tape recorded on both sides with a "four-track"
(stereo) machine. (ishich-you might have at home) cannot be played3.

<

on a "two-track" (monaural) machine.(which you have at school).

A

tape recorded on both sides with a monaural recorder can by played
on a stereo recorder by turning down whichever channel is picking
up the sound in the wrong direction (backwards).
c.

Record Players

The kind of record player we have in the system is pretty straightforward. -Generally the tone control shouldn't be adjusted. ,Just
leave it in the middle, okay?
d.

portable Loudspeakers.

Don't forget to turn these things off when you're not using them.
Otherwise, the batteries run down.. Also,- take care not to tug-on
the microphone cable; it will pull out.
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4.

CAMERAS

The idea, that the camera is every bit as normal a piece of classroom

hardware as the projector or record player is stn.l fairly new.
Until most teachers can be assumed to hava general familiarity
with cameras, it would not be particularly meaningful to list fine
points and tips.

For the next year or so, training in cameras
will be accomplished explicitly through teacher workshops.
.

It)V
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Chapter 4

TECHNICAL SERICES

While the primary focus of the IMC is the relationship between
student media production and the academic curriculut, there is no
denying the day-to-day, nuts-and-bolts needs of teachers that our
The cost of these technical services (on a
facilities can meet.
per slide, per transparency, per tape; etc. basis) is outlinedin
the Appendix.

Do not hesitate to let, us know of other services you'd

like.to,haVe available.

We'd like .to grow to meet your needs.

a.-- Teacher -Workshops

We. will offer workshopsdealing with any issue raised by this

or by the Newsletters to follow, if askedto do so by five
or inure teachers who are willing to-stay after school. In addition,
we-are planning to. offer "general interest" workshops on a regular
Two weeks before the meetingl--,re will
schedule thrOughout the year.
stuff mailboxes with fliers describing what We plan to cover
(augmentation of social studies kits, portable videotaping; utilization
of cassette tape recorders, etc.) and hew We plan to cover it (locatifl.g
problem areas and gpnerating appropriate activities, revising present
materials, etc.) Those two weeks will give you time to think, gather
At
materials, and let us know your particular interests or concerns.
any rate, we'll be here for those c44. you who'd like to talk with us.
(Needless to say, these workshops "will be voluntary.)
h2ndboo
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b.

Basic Technology,

The most conspicious machines in the IMC provide services
in six basic areas:.transparencies and graphics, dry, mounting and
laminating, sound transfer :video -tape recording and playback,

Slide-making, and maintenance.
l:

TRANSPARENCIES AND GRAPHICS

You can produCesoverhea transparencies and other graphics (charts,
maps, graphs, illustrat onsi cartoons) at the IMC with the help
In the
of our local.graphic itist and co-author, Jim Morrow.

case of transptrencies, please supplement your verbal description
with a few written notes or, better still, 'a rough sketch of what
There are four
you have in mind (don't forget about overlays).
basic meAods by which transparencies may be created at the IMC.
r

a.' Diazo

This is the most common and.flexible system, particularly when
The "master"
you need more than one copy of the transparency.
from which the copies are made may be an original design of wortls
and pictures sketched into vellum paper, a ready-mach-, chart or

visual of appropriatesize (8" x 10P), or even another transparency.
Each separate overlay may be in a different 'color.
b.

Thermal

A partiC61 rly detailed black and white chart.or other graphic is
sometimes best reproduced in transparency form using the common
thermofax "seCretary" machine rather than the diazo process.
The
original must be.made with a carbon-based material (such as pencil,
typewriter ink, and most printer's ink, but not ball-point pen ink
or water-based marker ink) .

\-0
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c.

Hand-Made

A single, one-shot transparency can be made by drawing directly
onto a sheet of "acetate" (the plastic substance of a transparency)
This
and adding colors with "magic markers" or transparent tape.
can either be saved for future use or washed off with a damp rag.
d.

Color-Lift

Another one-shot method, this one enables you to turn a color
(or black and white) magazine picture into a,transparency.
original is destroyed.

4

The
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2.

DRY MOUNTING AND LAMINATING

These are p4)cesseslor preserving and presenting pictures from
another medium (such as photographs, National Geographic maps,
or student drawings).' Dry mounting is a way .to mount pictures
(from magazines, ne;;Tspapers,°etc.) smoothly and permanently on
cardboard. A piece of dry mouny4issue is inserted between the
This arrangement is then heated for
about thirty seconds in a dry mount,press, which causes the tissue
to: act like a glue, sealing picture t.0 cardboard. Laminating
means to cover a piCture with a plastic coating cakied la;ainating
picture and the cardboard.

.

This preserves it from wear,.tear, and strawberry jam. A
The IMC
picture may be laminated after it has been dry mounted.
film.

has a laminating mathine, but in a pinch the process can be done
with a dry mount press or a .thermofax machine..
3.

SOUND TRANSFER
/

The IMC is equipped to transfer records to cassettes or reel-toreel tapes, cassettes to reel tapes, reel tapes to cassetfes,
cassettes to cassettes, and reel tapes to reel tapes. Make your accompanying notes as detailed and explicit "a posSiblqi.
For
instance: are both sides uf the master tape recorded on? Shbuld

If the copy runs longer than one side, squid'
the recording be continued on the second side, or on a ntw tape?,

b&th be transferred?

11.
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4.

VIDEO-TAPE RECORDING AND PLAYBACK

If you wo,ld like your class to see a particular selection from

our library of taped tv shows, we willtry to facilitate this
In the high school and the junior high school, the procedure is
fairly simple.
For other schools, we will have to bring a portable
video recorder (half-inch tape) into your classroom and hook it up
to your tv set.
Also, the tape may have to'be transferred from
two-inch tape to half-inch tape.
Upoh your request, we will add
particular shows to the library.
Give us a week's notice of the
broadcast time:.

5.

SLIDE-MAKING

Photographic transparencies (for slide series and slide-tapes)

produced at the IMC for classroom use fan into three areas:
live action shooting (taking a slide of a person, place, event,
or object with a r.1,u.lar 35mm'or instamatic camera), slide-copying,
(re-photographing a slide onto another slide) and picture-copying
(transferring 4 magazine picture or other visual onto a slide).
The quickest way .to got any given Slide-job done is for us to
work together, with you doing most of the actual slide-taking.
We arc anxious to give you on -the -spot training in each kind of
,

slide-making.

e:

MAINTENANCE

The IMC has-poople and facilitie
books, etc.

for repairing equipment, films,

Again, please attach a detailed note, to any malfunction-

ing machine or material you come across,-411;n: send it back to us.

Chapter

LIBRARY SERVICES

One of the main functions of the IMC is to be a clearinghouse
for educational resources of all types.
So far, this handbook-Jias dealt only with resources involved in media production.

In addition is a vast quantity of completed materials already
owned by the system: books and films and loops and strips and
slides and records and .tapes and charts and maps and -on and on.
These materials, be they commercially or locally produced,'will
be indexed in a Union (master) card catalogue for, ready access
by the entire school populationl.. (You will ask for an item;

the catalogue will locate it, and the courier-will transport it.)
School library catalogues will index those materials immediately
avaiii:Oe within rleir building. And ERIC will_ provide. access to
Please-ktep in mind that if
th' V0f17 of people outside the system.
you can't locate a resource, there is always the ..option of creating
one.
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a.

The Union Card Catalogue

It nowencompasses
the collections of the school libraries and those materials once
.

This central resource is in its infancy.

distributed by the coordinators.

Items. which arc too expensive

to have in iindividual buildings (like 16mm sound movies) are also
indexed and stored in the IMC.
material

,

While this is already a huge body of

we hope to expand the catalogue further to include student'

productions, teacher productions, successf-0. practices, and even human
resources.

Certain limitations cillthe use of the catalogue will be
necessary.

OtherwiSe,- we Would aA1....i3Opate problems of overlap

and repetition..

Imagine, for example, that;" a group of fifth grade

teachers work Out a unit based on a particOlar social studies movie,
only to find that third graders arc shown/the movie because it'
fun and eleventh graders are shown it because it raises certain
While these Ore certainly valid uses of
issues of film technimie.
the material in question, it do
development of an individua

t maLc much sense in terms of the

student a

h

advances through the grades.

To.votect the effectiveness of materials assigned for whole
class presentation, we.are including grade level restrictions On many
We hope that this will not
taken as an attempt to drive
items.
Remember, if you find a film,
you from particular kinds of resources.
talk, for slide show-you like, you can produce something of similar
style or content in your on clossroom.
1
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b.

School Library Resources

Libraries in individual build ngs are slowly growing to
We'need your
fit the specific needs of the people wholtuse them:
Selection is a frustrating business, not only because
help here.
'there are sc many good sources to influence your choice (friends,

past experience, Booklist and other publications available at the
IMC) but also because of the lag between choosing and actually
However, if you will be patient with us,,we definitely
give top pllority-to items that interest you. Do not be shy in
getting.

asking!

Every school. will also have in it a film catalogue from the
library at Syracuse University.

have found the-descriptions

in tliis well-indexed work quite honest and reliable, and encourage
The coordinators all have film rental.
you to make full use of it.
Midgets.

All we need is your suggestion and their authorization to

get you a film. _We'll also ask for an evalua':ion so we'll know

whether to recommend the film to others.
-If you have a problem beyond the scope of your buildings
If we can't help, we'll advertise,
facility, don't hesitate to ask us.
your prelaem until someone can.
\
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c.

Instructional Materials,

We have books, films, loops, strips, sides, records, ?nd
tapes.
Our responsibilities regarding. these materials are two-fold.
First, we must support their appropriate and creative use
Second,
we must strengthen weaknesses in the collection.
We can do neither
without your cooperation.
4

To meet the first goal, the,IMC's Newsletter will be used to
communicate successfulkTractices you have developed., Further,.we
will store these ideas right with'the film, kit, strip-rof
atever,
to which they apply.

If you are wil int...to--Tare your ideas, we

should soon have a wealth of locally
e)tried and tested techniques.
Again, we will limit your particular ideas to your grade level, so
you won't get kids next year who think. you'-re old hat.

d.

ERIC

ERIC, an acronym for tVic Educational Resources Information
Center, is a\nationw ide information system designed and supported
by the U. S. Office of Education. 1Through.a system of clearinghouses,

educationtll documents of all types (pragmatic guides, reports, success-

ful practies, dissc)tations, etc.) are indexed, abstracted, and put
on microfiche (a card form of microfilm). Pe have direct access to
South Row, Westlands, Byam, Harrington, the High
these resources.
School, the Superintendant's Office, Ascl the IMC have microfiche
ieaders and a subscription to Research in Education, a monthly abstract
journal annOuncing recently completed works in the field of education.
The RIE's.list severalitems in each subject area.
If you'd like to
read thcs'fiche, call in the ED number (which identifies the abstract)
to the lMC,Hnd
can or er 1200 fiches.free
order it forlou.
as part of our subscription to the service, so do t be hesitant.
If the RlE's can't lead to adesluate information, )cc,can make a

more thorour.h scareh using secondary sources.

The :MC has-a ma-ster

index as well as access to at computer which can search the total ERIC
file.

()lice you've read. the fiche, we'll ash for an evaluation with

its return so that wo may tirculate it to other interested partieL.

APPENDIX

a. 4Authorication Procedure

44

In order to keep within the budget and to put money where
it will benetit the programs as a whole, every expenditure must
be authorized by a coordinator, principal, or department head.

4
-TN

These people have mak allowances in their
Just have
however, so you needn't be shy.
want to do a week or so before you want 'to
you're allowed to spend, we'll provide the
asistance you may want.

h.

budget for media Projects,
a clear idea of what you
do it. When we hear what
supplies and whatever
1

Basic Costs

This appendix will live you ballpark figures for projects
you mid ht like to undertake. Please remember that big projects
always requiry more supplies than you initially think of
We'll
be Odd tv. help-you plat in this area as well as in any other.
Desi.pn. Most design supplies arc also art supplies and
! thus handled through your principal,
1.

A

2.

Typovraphv. To make words for charts, posters, tjans-

,

parencies,, etc., where polished presentation is desired.
Varitvrer. 'This is the :')achine used by printers to set headlines.
There is a transparency show in,: all avai:able typo.
CosT:,

51/.00

a foot of type.

Cold Press Lettcrin.
vach lette
COST:
Pr

11-.

proessional, time-consuming;
is set down by hand.

.'.1.00 a large poster filled with copy.

Lacs like this.
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Overhead Transparencies. To show stages of a process

3.

through the use of overlays, to clarify concepts by presenting them
visually.

Diazo. Brilliant color transparency made. from vellum master marked
with india ink or other opaque material.

Each overlay

another color.
27* a sheet.

COST:

Thermofax. Master is any pencil or typed copy.
COST:

301 a sheet.

Other COSTS. Acetate:

41 a skeet.

Transparent projection pens:
Cardboard frames:
Plastic frames:
Envelopes:
)4.11iiges

401 a piece.

91 a piece.

501 a piece.

61 a piece-.

(for overlays): 141- a set.

Slides. To stimulate discussion, to present new material,
to show contrasts through juxtaposition, to present a variety of
view points, etc.
4.

Production. Live action, copy fyoni good quality photographs, book
illustrations, magazine piCtures, slides, etc.
COST:

171 a 'slide at the IMC.

21 a slide in the' classroom with the Ektagraphic unit.

5.

.1i3 Tae. To record interviOws/po try/discussion/ group

dynamics/etc.

ProductioneJifies,existing tape's by-adding- muSic/sound effects
by editing.
COST:

1cel-tc-reel (best for splicing), $1.00 an hour.
Cassette, 571 an hour.

.
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Slide Tapes.

6.

To build students' composing skills, to

synthesize or introduce a unit.
Production.

Synchronizes slides and audio tape (as above).
COST:
$1.80 a minute (ten slides a minute, average).

Don't let this frighten you; it is very
competitive with commercially produced materials.

Video Tape. To allow students to see themselves work, to

7.

synthesize or introduce a unit.
$12.00 for a half-hour reel

COST:

((Only size which fits the portable
units)

$18.00 for an hour reel.

These are the-only units tape comes in, so you must get.,a full reel

even if you're only doing a five minute spot. However, the whole reel.
is then available to your department of school, for future productions.

Film Making. To synthesize or introduce a unit.

8.

for 3 min.. 15 sec.

Super/8

COST:

*

Super/8, color, $6.50 for 3 min. 15 sec.
16mm, BE1W, $9.00 for 3 min: 30 sec.
lomm, color, $17.00 for 3 min., 30 sec.

9..

Dry_ !,lountin_g. To lengthen the life of paper or boarding.

Production. To stick photographs, pictures, art work, class projects,
etc. ,

to hard boarding.

COST: $1.20 for a 30"-x 40" chart.

10.

Laminating.

preserveany of the materials mentioned

under Dry :,lounting.

Production. Seals the material in transpareut film, not to -"
The dust jackets of all the library books
glossy.
are 'laminated.
COST:

7

an 8 1/2" x il" page

Color Lift. L.I.hes fransparencier: from maga:inc. illustrat!ons.
unreliable fici. rvins,the original.

Somewha
COST:

7y'

a page.

